
1)

Farmer Bill has 657 cows and 121 goats in his farm. How many cows and goats

does he keep in all? 

2)

3)

4)

5)

Tamara drives 320 miles to her sister’s house and another 140 miles from

there to her brother’s house. What is the total distance Tamara covers? 
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A concert hall has 984 seats. If a performance takes place with 709 seats 

occupied, how many seats are unoccupied? 

Joe’s Electronic Store sells laptops and smartphones. Out of the 578 devices

sold last month, 435 were smartphones. What is the number of laptops sold

in the month? 

Jane’s dad buys her a huge teddy bear for   143 and a train set for   198. How

much money does Dad spend in all?
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1)

Farmer Bill has 657 cows and 121 goats in his farm. How many cows and goats

does he keep in all? 

2)

3)

4)

5)

Tamara drives 320 miles to her sister’s house and another 140 miles from

there to her brother’s house. What is the total distance Tamara covers? 

Name : Answer Key
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A concert hall has 984 seats. If a performance takes place with 709 seats 

occupied, how many seats are unoccupied? 

Joe’s Electronic Store sells laptops and smartphones. Out of the 578 devices

sold last month, 435 were smartphones. What is the number of laptops sold

in the month? 

Jane’s dad buys her a huge teddy bear for   143 and a train set for   198. How

much money does Dad spend in all?

S S

778 cows and goats

460 miles

275 seats

143 laptops
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